My Side Of The Couch

by Del Rivers

CHARACTERS
Harry – Couch potato, left
Wally – Couch potato, right
Mr. Jackson – Store manager
PROPS
Couch
INTERIORS
Living Room, Furniture Store

INTERIOR - (Illusion of a) Living Room
Close-up of couch w/Harry on right
Harry
C’mon Wally, the game’s on soon!
Wally walks into shot
Wally
Well not yet…not until you move to
your side of the couch!
Harry
We’ve been through this before,
I get the left and you get the right!
Wally
You’ve got it all backwards!
Harry
I’m not changing sides, again.
Wally
Well, your side’s got all of your germs!
Harry
Germs? What about your side…
It’s all filled with cheetos, spilled
salsa, and farts galore!
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Wally
Well, if that’s true, you are sitting
in it, right now, idiot!
Harry
I flipped the cushions, Just
in case someone switched them.
Wally
It doesn’t matter…I spilled
A beer on that side and it
went right through the cushion!
Harry
But my TV remote hand is
on this side…I need elbow comfort.
Wally
After that last argument, we
should have two remotes…
Where’s the other one?
Harry
It’s in between the cushion
on the other side.
Wally sits on the armrest
Wally
Move over and get it!
Harry
Alright, moron!
Wally
And when I get the food,
you better not switch back, fool!
Harry
When you get the food, grab the small pillows…
yours is the one with all the spittle on it.
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Wally
No, you get that pillow…
It was formally on the left
side of the couch!
Mr. Jackson walks in
Mr. Jackson
Excuse me, what are you two
doing in my furniture store?
Wide Shot of Store
Harry
We’re watching a game.
Wally
Take a load off your feet,
it’s just about to begin!
Mr. Jackson
Normally I would kick you two out on your heels!
Harry
Hey, there’s room to sit on my side.
Wally
Or, you can sit on my side…or
we can be Democratic and you
can sit on the crack between us!
Mr. Jackson
(Joking) But I prefer sitting on the right
side. Right is always “right”, and
besides, just like snack food,
who wants what is “left”!
All laugh
Notes:
This sketch can end as a “surprise” that it’s in a furniture store, or with a
better developed joke at the end…
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